
Share your � ndings with fellow breeders on the Baby Tree Community. 
Each Baby Tree packaging contains a unique code that allows you to log in 
to the Community: https://yourbabytree.nl/community-baby-tree/

Described step by step, supported with online animation and instruction 
� lms, how to plant a Baby Tree fruit tree and maintain it well. Receive free 
growth assistance from grower Pim. You also get a look behind the scenes, 
how are things going at the nursery of the fruit trees. Fun and educational!
It’s also possible to create your own business community.
Share your reactions, ask questions and let your graft grow into a healthy 
and producing fruit tree!
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Grow your own fruit tree! 

Shipping periods

Baby Plant Blueberry is available all year 

round! The other 4 Baby Trees are ready 

for delivery from November to early July.

Baby Tree Community 

www.eco-products.eu
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Grow your own tree!
A durable and educational product in a DIY package including 
bamboo stick, nutrition tablet, bag with compost binding 
material and birth certi� cate. With a little care and love, the tree 
can grow into a well-producing fruit tree.
The graft is not a mature tree but a ‘Baby Tree’. A baby tree can be 
planted in the garden, in a pot and is also suitable for balcony. 

There is a choice of 5 types of fruit 
with each own personal character

• Tobias the Apple tree

• Barry the Blueberry plant

• Nova the Cherry tree

• Sophia the Pear tree

• Hugo the Plum tree

Surprise and delight your customers Customize your tree

Custom All-over 
Sleeve

Custom All-over 
Hangtag

Personal characters with 
birth certi� cate
All ingredients present in a 
Do-It-Yourself packaging

5 types of fruit; 
apple, blueberry, cherry, 
pear and plum Get free step-by-step 

instructional videos on 
the Baby Tree Community. 
Receive free growth assistance 
from Pim, the grower

100% fun

Several ways to personalize; 
customize the packaging, a sleeve,  
a hangtag or a combination of these

Please ask for the options; it’s our job to give 

you the best advise on the most suitable way 

to customize the box or the tree according to 

your corporate identity.

Personalization possibilities
The fruit bough is placed in a well-designed box, which contains information about the Baby Tree and Baby Plant. 
The box of the Baby Tree or Plant can be branded in several ways:


